
Solupay’s amazing 
payment platforms 
enable frictionless 
payments 
ANYTIME, 
ANYWHERE.

Sales@solupay.com
888-SOLUPAY (888-765-8729)
www.solupay.com

We offer a comprehensive suite of payments 
technology integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 
for a powerful turnkey solution

We have never raised our profit margin on any 
client for 15 years

We minimize your card processing costs while 
providing tools to increase your sales

We reduce manual processes through customized 
integrations, improving your operational efficiency

We provide the tools to eliminate payments fraud 
and kick chargeback losses to the curb

Integrated with Microsoft Dynamics, as well as other major shopping 
carts and ERP systems, we are hyper-focused on lowering payment 
processing costs, eliminating manual processes, providing advanced 
security tools, and working to increase your sales.

Solupay Powered by ChargeLogic 
provides a robust suite of payments 
technology services directly inside 
Microsoft Dynamics. Some of the key 
benefits and features include:

100% Customizable 
Integrated Payments

PCI Compliance and 
PCI Validated

Easy e-Commerce Integration

Increase Customer 
Communications

Strengthen Customer Satisfaction

Drive Business

Secure, Reliable, Easy 
and Streamlined
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ChargeLogic CONNECT
Securely accept payments and orders on your 
e-commerce site with the only PCI-validated credit card 
solution for Microsoft Dynamics NAV, plus have the 
data flow into NAV, all with ChargeLogic Connect. 
Businesses that don’t have e-commerce sites can also 
benefit from Connect with services like tokenization and 
Click-to-Pay Invoicing.

ChargeLogic NOTIFY
Increase customer satisfaction and drive business with 
customizable, targeted emails directly from Microsoft 
Dynamics with ChargeLogic Notify. Using a powerful 
template system and business rules, you’ll be able to 
create personalized content and custom designs in an 
email format.

ChargeLogic PAYMENTS
Secure payments made easy with the leading PCI-
validated solution built inside Microsoft Dynamics. 
ChargeLogic provides a secure, turnkey solution for 
accepting payments in Dynamics for phone and mail 
orders, retail, and e-commerce. Our approach to easy, 
secure, and reliable payment processing helps you stay 
focused on your business.

ChargeLogic RETAIL
Everything you need at the point of sale, inside 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV. ChargeLogic Retail 
provides a robust POS application, including a 
customizable interface with access to customer 
data, reporting, inventory, and more. Leverage 
ChargeLogic’s solutions to accept payments from all 
of your sales channels--back office, e-commerce, and 
POS--and manage that data from Dynamics NAV.

ChargeLogic RETAIL EXPRESS
ChargeLogic Retail Express provides an easy-to-use 
point of sale application with integrated payment 
processing and access to all of your data in 
Dynamics 365 Business Central. Accept payments 
from all of your sales channels with ChargeLogic.

ChargeLogic SHIPPING
Get accurate shipping rate quotes with the most 
intelligent, integrated shipping solution for Microsoft 
Dynamics. ChargeLogic shipping incorporates all the 
key functionality needed for packing and shipping, 
while providing accurate rate quotes, potentially 
saving you time and thousands of dollars in credit 
card processing fees.

The ChargeLogic 
Suite of 
PAYMENTS 
TECHNOLOGY 
SERVICES
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